Cabinet Vision is the market leading software that is preferred by the majority of Cabinetmakers in Australia.

Solid Essential with Panel Optimiser is the Ideal entry-level solution for Cabinet Manufacturers looking to develop their business and take it to the next level.

Solid Essential provides you the detail and planning capabilities and Panel Optimiser helps maximise your material usage and reduce waste.

- Start & Finish the job - reduce time without needing additional 3rd party programs. Do it all in the one program.
- Complete your designs with plan & elevation views and 3D Photo realistic renders
- Easily Customise cabinets & add to your library with cabinet editor
- Communicate important production information to the shop floor with integrated part labels and reports
- Quickly and easily convert your cut list into patterns ready to be cut.

Visit www.au.planit.com/seopt to watch an introduction video and to discover more
Key Features of the Solid Essential with Panel Optimiser Package:

The package includes

• Solid Essential with Panel Optimiser
• Ready-to-Go Database
• 12 months Customer Care (includes 4 hrs of support, online forums & updates)
• Access to instructional Videos
• 2 Days onsite training - includes developing your detailing skills and be able to optimise your job*
• 2 hours of Online Follow up - to help build your skills and confidence

*Other training courses and additional products available

Produce realistic designs with Photo Vision

Produce a range of reports to give you the information you need out of your job

Easy to plan and layout

Produce optimised patterns to maximise your material yield.

So why not contact us today to find out how Solid Essential with Panel Optimiser can benefit your business

T: 02 9544 8815   •   E: sales@au.planit.com    •   www.au.planit.com